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1
If we have questions, do we just ask in the side chat 

during the meeting?
Patricia Taraday patricia@lighthouselawgroup.com

2

Question for panelists - if we can get our teams 

registered, we can target 5/15 and then whittle days 

after, if req'd, including cancellation of first meet - how 

do we get all teams focused on registration in light of 

hte flexibility that will be required?

SCOTT ROBERTSON scott@rare-llc.com live answered

3

re: insurance.  Do we have the option to move to a 

different firm/provider with the lack of flexibility being 

shown by current provider?

SCOTT ROBERTSON scott@rare-llc.com

4 practices are under club insurance SCOTT ROBERTSON scott@rare-llc.com

5

Klahanie won’t register until we have dates.  We have 

all members pay by credit card.  We already have paid 

for our season’s team insurance and will cancel if the 

season doesn’t happen.  If the season is cancelled we’ll 

still be out the 1/2 fee already paid.

Sally Leist Leistfamily@msn.com

6
So are you recommending that we register people 

prior to May 11th?
Dawn Lee dandmelee@comcast.net

7

It is likely that we will need to suggest that anyone 

attending a meet (parents, grandparents etc.) who are 

in high risk populations employ best practices to 

protect themselves including masks etc. or avoid 

attending meets.  This might be a Midlakes 

recommendation and/or a club specific 

recommendation.

SCOTT ROBERTSON scott@rare-llc.com

8
One idea, if there is a group size constraint, I think we 

could still have both teams at both pools, instead of 
Patricia Taraday patricia@lighthouselawgroup.com

9
Why not have an option to not have League Champs? 

With some teams having more swimmers that swim at 
Megan Wilson meganwilson101418@gmail.com

10
If there is a season, and clubs elect not to 

participate...are you holding divisoin rankings and 
Katie Boissoneault generalmanager@mibeachclub.com

11 thank you!!!! Sharon Perry perryabcd@comcast.net

12 Who said no? Sharon Perry perryabcd@comcast.net

13

You might need to ask for the top three preferences. 

Otherwise you might get “a season by whatever means 

necessary”

Phillip Voeller phillipvoeller@hotmail.com

14
Splitting up will be hard if you have a family with kids 

in different age groups
Tanya Mertel tmertel@gmail.com

15

re: the most recent poll - the issue regarding 

participation is driven by the # of swimmers we can get 

registered, and fees in the door

SCOTT ROBERTSON scott@rare-llc.com

16
If we push back our season to start later, what would 

the impact be to Waterpolo?
Gabrielle Rodriguez-Vigil Gabriellerv@samena.com

17 yes, 10.4 SCOTT ROBERTSON scott@rare-llc.com
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18
John won’t we be deferring all of this to local gov. 

officials?
Sally Leist Leistfamily@msn.com

19

Any guidance you have on how we should message to 

people if we do collect dues the risk that the season 

could be cut short based on what happens with COVID-

19? For example, if we start the season and then must 

end abruptly?

Dawn Lee dandmelee@comcast.net

20
Just an FYI-  there is a group of statisticians out of 

Sydney, Australia, Northwestern University & Univ of 
SCOTT ROBERTSON scott@rare-llc.com

21 Good data, Jonathan.  Thanks for sharing. SCOTT ROBERTSON scott@rare-llc.com

22
We as clubs may want to look into options for how 

high risk populations could watch meets remotely
Dawn Lee dandmelee@comcast.net

23
I don’t think the decision is going to be ours. It is going 

to be dictated by our governor.
Charlene Steinhauer Charlene@steinhauerfamily.com

24
Is there an option to cancel both Champs all together 

and have this years season focus on Dual Meets???
Megan Wilson meganwilson101418@gmail.com

25 Flexibility is the keyword for the day!! :) SCOTT ROBERTSON scott@rare-llc.com

26
Hi John… Are we going to be addressing the position of 

President as well?
Jessica Chapman jessicajoy30@comcast.net

27
If we were to extend the season, how would it effect 

water polo?
Maria Behlke mariabehlke@hotmail.com

28

Aren’t teams suppose to stay in a division for two 

years before they are moved???? KGM was only in 

division 4 for 2019 season, and now KGM is moved 

again????

Megan Wilson meganwilson101418@gmail.com

29

Going back to Event Program... Were we not going to 

be voting on adding/keeping certain events? Such as 

coed relay and exhibition heats?

Jessica Chapman jessicajoy30@comcast.net

30
is there an option to cancel both Champs all together 

and have this years season focus on Dual Meets???
Megan Wilson meganwilson101418@gmail.com

That is one of the 

options we are 

looking at.

31
Is there an option to cancel both Champs all together 

and have this years season focus on Dual Meets??
Megan Wilson meganwilson101418@gmail.com live answered


